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With the advent of the Internet era, problems about brand building in the Internet 
age have caused people’s widespread attention. On the basis of previous literature 
review, we found that previous research focuses on branding problems for traditional 
corporates, but less research focuses on Internet corporates' own branding issues. 
Given the current development and influence brought by Internet corporates, this 
paper argues that it is necessary to study branding issues for Internet corporates. 
This paper select Alibaba as research object, brand story on its website as 
research sample, adopts content analysis method to find the strategies and 
enlightenment of building brand for Internet corporates, especially E-commerce 
corporates. Besides, this paper also compares and discusses the differences between 
brand story of E-commerce corporates and typical story, and that between 
E-commerce corporates and traditional corporates. 
First of all, encode the brand story on Alabama’s website to find out the specific 
characteristics of characters, events, objects, messages, conflict, narrative structure, 
narrative features of Alibaba’s brand story. 
Second, discuss the characteristics of brand story of Alibaba, typical story and 
traditional corporates to find out the differences among them. It indicates that the 
brand story of Internet corporates, represented by Alibaba, differs from typical story 
significantly in term of narrative structure and conflict, also differs from traditional 
corporates significantly in term of spokesman and communication channel. 
    Finally, according to the above analysis, this paper attempts to put forward some 
suggestions for Internet corporates, especially E-commerce corporates, about how to 
use brand story to communicate with consumers. The suggestions are as follows: 
Firstly, take advantage of corporate’s brand stories to transfer its core value. Secondly, 
take advantage of consumers’ stories to create  emotional value of brand. Last but 
not least, take advantage of Internet to establish interactivity for consumers and brand. 
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